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FORM A
Proposal:
• Name of the event to be organized: Annual Cultural Festival ―Razzmatazz
2019‖
• Date: February 13, 15 - 16, 2019
• Time: Day I: 09:00 am - 04:00 pm at Rukmini Devi Institute of Advanced
Studies.
• Day II: 11: 00 am- 07:30 pm at Rukmini Devi Public School, CD-Block,
Pitampura,
Delhi-34
• Day III: 09: 00 am- 06:30 pm at Rukmini Devi Public School, CD-Block,
Pitampura,
Delhi-34
• Venue: RDIAS, Madhuban Chowk, Pitampura & RDPS, CD Block
Pitampura
• Organized by: Cultural Committee, RDIAS
Motivation:
Rukmini Devi Institute of Advanced Studies organized Annual Cultural Fest
―Razzmatazz 2019‖ on February 13, February 15-16. The event is an opportunity
for the students to showcase their talents and capabilities and learn new skills.
. Cultural fests give a lot of social benefits the biggest being inter-college
interaction. The prime intention of pulling up a fest is to allow students a period of
recreation. Though cultural fests rob students of their energy but replenish them
with new vigor and enthusiasm. Memories and friendships created in fests are
cherished forever. In the vicious life cycle of a student, revolving around studies,
‗College Fests‘ shows a certain degree of inflation in the excitement levels of
students.
Detailed Schedule of the Three Day Event
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Day : 1 February 13,2019
Venue : Rukimini Devi Institute of Advanced Studies
Activity
Venue
Registration
Reception Area
Treasure Hunt
Block B ( Room No.101)
Lan Gaming
Block B , Room No. 105)
Rangoli Making
Block A , Boys Common Room
ShortFilm/Documentory
Lecture Theature
Best out of Waste
Block A , Boys Common Room
Photography
RDIAS
Day : 2 February 15,2019
Venue : Rukmini Devi Public School, CD Block Pitampura, Delhi
Registration
Entry Gate
Lamp Lightning
Auditorium
Speech of Director
Auditorium
Solo Dance
Auditorium
Comedy Act
Auditorium
Canvas Painting
Amphi Theture
Group Singing
Main Stage
Solo Singing
Main Stage
Star Performance
Main Stage
Day : 3 February 16,2019
Venue : Rukmini Devi Public School, CD Block Pitampura, Delhi
Registration
Entry Gate
Antakshari
Auditorium
AdMAd Show
Guest Lecture Hall
Group Dance
Auditorium
Photography Exhibition
Amphi Theture
Fashion Show
Auditorium
Mr. & Ms. Razzmatazz
Auditorium
Prize DIstribution
Auditorium
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FORM B
Aim of the Event:
The tradition of celebrating Cultural fests is widespread in colleges across the
stretch of the country. Cultural fest plays a predominant role in a student‘s life and
in the recent years, have managed to etch a significant place for themselves in the
academic calendar. There is a growing consensus that a college festival is not just
about fun but that it also augments a student‘s learning experience. It helped
students to stage their talent and get recognition on a greater scale. The networking
ability of students skyrockets during involvement in fests. Students end up finding
contact that can support them and can help them during future career stages.
Students get a chance to medley with people from different walks of life.
Organizing and participating in fest activities is not a child‘s play; it needs arduous
efforts and stern dedication. Fests facilitate students to work for a fixed goal in
unison and this eventually develops a sense of responsibility in them. It elevates
confidence and also teaches them how to work in a team and in various
challenging situations.
This helps them understand different cultures and explore their sensitivities and
finer nuances. Most of the employers hire students whose potential don‘t just
revolve around bookish knowledge. Continuous involvement in more than one
activity reflects skills and abilities of the student. Students learn to prioritize and
time management too. These academically and co-circularly talented students have
an outstanding personality, which helps them to forge ahead in their career.

Abstract:
Razzmatazz, annual college fest of RDIAS is in consonance with the passion that
embodies rejuvenation and vibrancies to life. This inter-collegiate event is
dedicated towards providing an opportunity for management students to present
top quality talents, special qualities and abilities through various opportunities. In
this, we whole heartedly invite all the students of different management and non –
management institutions to gain the experience. It‘s a platform where a plethora of
invigorating events is just waiting to take flight by creativity, determination and
sheer energy. Razzmatazz brings the college students of different back ground to
come together with a motive to present, prove, and conduct something with
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common goal and help others as a good team player .So on and so forth, lot many
hidden talents, along with personal relationships are developed through this fest.
The details of all the events conducted are mentioned below:

“Inauguration”
February 15, 2019
Venue: RDPS, Pitampura, Delhi

Time: 01:00 P.M.

Rukmini Devi Institute of Advanced Studies organized its Fifteenth Annual
Cultural Fest ―Razzmatazz‖ on February 13, 15-16, 2019. The event was
sponsored Lakme Academy, Prive Salon, Ideas Villa, Hungry Tungry, Uncle‘s Sip
& Bite along with many more.
The Fest was inaugurated by Ms. Namita Garg - Dean Placements, Dr. Manoj
Kumar Gupta - Dean Admission, Examination & Administration, Mr. Somendra
Kumar - Dean Student‘s Welfare, Ms. Bhajneet Kaur , Incharge , Razzmatazz Ms.
Sakshi Gupta , Mr. Gauarav Jindal , Coordinators , Razzmatazz , along with Chief
Student Coordinators. The event began by evoking the blessings of Maa Saraswati
by enlightening the lamp. After lighting of the lamp and the prayer song, a series of
intra college competitions followed. Over the three day event, events such as group
dance, solo dance, solo singing, comedy act, canvas painting, lan gaming,
photography, Best out of Waste etc. saw enthusiastic participation from scores of
students.
―The competitions helped foster friendly relations between students of different
branches and interests,‖ remarked a faculty member. ―It was great to see the
tremendous response of all in the celebrations.‖
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A spiritual start to the programme- Seeking the blessings from Goddess Saraswati..!!

Welcoming our makeup partner- Prive Salon
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Day: 1
“Treasure Hunt”
“It’s like a treasure hunt, in a way and you are a Detective..”
Venue: Block B, RDIAS

Time: 10:00 AM to 12:00 NOON

A treasure hunt is one of many different types of games for players who try to
find hidden objects or places by following a series of clues. The objective of the
treasure hunt team building is to find the key to the treasure-filled chest.
Customized with the clues and solving them to get the treasure the team gets a
unique experience that no other activity can offer.
Participant:

Internal Team
External Team
Total

17
2
19

Winners Detail:
Position
1st
2nd

Name
Aman Aggarwal
Kartik Gupta

College
RDIAS
RDIAS

3rd
4th

Daksh Trehan
Anubhav Rana

RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: The treasure hunt team building activity mimics a
successful workplace dynamic where smaller teams must first accomplish their
tasks before the entire organization can realize its goal. Rather than use a lecture or
classroom setting to teach these concepts, we get your group out and moving to
infuse the experience with action and fun.
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Active race is on to win the competition

Not missing a single area where the treasure can be found
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LAN Gaming
―We don’t stop gaming because we grow old. We grow old because we stop
gaming.”
Venue: Block B, RDIAS

Time: 11:00 am to 3:00pm

The objective of the activity is to let participant compete with each other on a
virtual battleground and to garner a spirit of healthy competition and mutual
respect.
Participant:

Internal Team
External Team
Total

19
01
20

Winners Detail:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

Name
Uday Dawar , BCA
Akash Gandhar , BBA
Karan Singh Arneja , MBA

College
IINTM
RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Event garners a spirit of healthy competition and mutual
respect among the participants.
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Participants competing with each other during the event

If you're a true warrior, competition doesn't scare you. It makes you better…..
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“Rangoli Making”
Color is a power which directly influences the soul, enhances the beauty of the
occasion

Ms. Ritu Bansal

Judged By
Ms. Rakhee Chibber

Venue: RDPS Auditorium

Ms. Megha Grover
Time: 1:30pm to 2:30pm

Rangoli is a form of folk art. It is considered a symbol of good luck and prosperity.
Rangoli is an art which precedes sculpture and painting. It is both an auspicious
and a preliminary necessity in any religious ritual. The objective of the activity is
to encourage students to think and work creatively and promote artistic excellence.
The competition was organized to bring good luck, togetherness and celebrate this
festival with colors.
Participants:

Internal Team
External Team
Total

14
02
16

Winners Detail:
Position
1st

Team Name
FOLKS

2nd

PANSH

3rd

TIAS

Name
College
Dhairya,Dipanshi,Neha,Somali,Ishita RDIAS
(BBA)
Ayush,Himani,Nancy,Prachi,Shivani RDIAS
(MBA)
Deepali,Deepmala,Shivani,Sanya
(MBA AND BJMC)

TIAS

Outcome of the activity: It was a wonderful event portraying lots of creativity.
Such competitions articulate the creativity of the students. The students displayed
their creativity and team work in preparing splendid rangoli. Through rangoli
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students also gave the social message of communal harmony and safety of the
planet.

Rangoli with a beautiful mix of colours.

Participants teaching All Religion teaches us Love & Peace through colors.
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―Short Film/Documentary”
Doing a documentary is about discovering, being open, learning, and following
curiosity
Judged By
Mr. Manoj Kumar Mishra

Dr. Kamini Rai

Venue: Lecture Theatre, RDIAS

Dr. Anshu Lochab

Time: 12:00 noon- 02:00 pm

A documentary film is a kind of nonfictional motion picture intended
to document or showcase some aspect of reality, primarily for the purposes of
instruction, education, or entertainment on some specific issue, thus activity
provides a platform to students to showcase their skills on the lines of some
important social causes like Plastic free environment and heritage conservation. It
was an event where students had to display creativity, team work and also make
use of communication skills.
Participants:
Internal Team
Internal individual
Total
Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

07
28
35

Name
Sakshi, Neha, Akansha & Harsimran
Tamanna, Megha, Jaison & Balwant
Raunaq,Nikita, Priya & Sunil

College
RDIAS
RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the acivity: Builds confidence in oratory skills, artistic skills,
technical skills etc. among students.
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Reflecting a perfect blend of Architectural legacy and dereliction

You don't stumble upon your heritage. It's there, just waiting to be explored
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Best Out of Waste
“Creativity is making marvelous out of discarded.”
Judged By
Dr. Sunil Kumar Yadav

Ms. Deepika Varshney

Ms. Himanshi Tomar

Mr. Anurag Tiruwa

Venue: Boys Common Room, RDIAS

Time: 2:00pm to 4:00pm

Recycling is a key component of modern waste reduction and is the third
component of the "Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle" waste hierarchy The objective of
the activity is to bring innovative ideas to students and help them think themselves
on such way of reprocessing routine materials that will not only reduce the waste
but provide them with useful domestic products.
Participants: 18 Teams
Winners Detail:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

Name
Rashi Jain and team (MBA)
Anant Jain and Team (BBA)
Aditi Aggarwal and Team (BBA)

College
RDIAS
RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: This event is committed to bring such innovative ideas
to students and help them think themselves on such way of reprocessing routine
materials that will not only reduce the waste but provide them with useful domestic
products. Participants were judged on creativity, utilization of resources, artistic
composition & design, Eco-friendly rating, and overall presentation.
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Creativity is making marvelous out of the discarded. ...

17

Participants with their beautiful takeoff from waste

Every work is in excellent itself……..Groupfie
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―Photography”
Taking an image, freezing a moment, reveals how rich reality truly is………
Mr. Divye Kumar

Judged By
Ms. Praveena Venugopalan

Venue: Amphitheatre, RDPS

Ms. Supriya Sardana

Time: 11:00 AM-12:30 PM

Photography is an art of creating beautiful memories, the objective of activity is to
bring out the photographic interest of students and provide a place for portraying,
meeting and exchange ideas and share experiences.
Participants:
Internal Team
External Team
Total

26
03
29

Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

Name
Mayank RajPal (BBA)
Harnoor Singh (BBA)
Mayank Kumar(BBA)

College
RDIAS
RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Exhibition of photographs for public viewing which it is
a different experience.
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Exhibition of creative experimentation that were captured during
photography event
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Day: 2
Solo Dance
“Dance is the hidden language of the soul”
Judged By
Ms. Nilanjana Chakraborty Ms. Tarana Aggarwal Ms. Shikha Dua
Venue: Auditorium, RDPS

Time: 01:30 pm-02:30pm

Dancing is like dreaming with your feet. It‘s an art which enables you to find
yourself and lose yourself at the same time. The objective is to cultivate and
enhance the interest in dance. The activity high lighten that dance is not only the
medium of entertainment but also a medium for proper channelization of emotions
as this plays a vital role in determining the quality of life.
Participants:
Registrations Internal
Registrations External
Registrations Total
Finalist Internal Team
Finalist Internal individual
Total

15
16
31
05
05
10

Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

Name
Shreya Gupta , B. Voc.
Surbhi Sharma , BBA
Swapnil , BCA

College
Kalindi
RDIAS
JIMS

Outcome of the activity: Students learnt the values and methods of artistic
collaboration which increases their emotional strength of participants also.
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Classical dance performance…..A Superb dancer!!!!!!

Consciousness expresses itself through creation.
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Mesmerizing dance performances by the participants of Solo Dance

―Comedy Act”
“Comedy, like sodomy is an unnatural act.”
Judged By
Mr. Kuntal Gosh
Venue: Auditorium, RDIAS

Dr. Imran Khan

Ms. Manju

Time: 02:30 pm -03:30 pm

Comedy is a form of being humorous or amusing by inducing laughter, especially
in theatre, television, film, stand-up comedy, or any other medium of
entertainment. . The objective is to promote smiles, laughter, and an all-around
good time through its display of comedic performance.
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Participants:
Internal Participant
External Participant
Total
Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

04
00
04

Name
Vishal and Diksha (MBA and BBA)
Sunil Sharma (MBA)
Sanchit Arora (BBA )

College
RDIAS
RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: This event is committed to bringing the student together
through live comedy. It also promotes smiles, laughter, and an all-around good
time through its display of comedic performance. Bring audiences the best talent
possible; create an environment where performers can create new and exciting
comedy together. It also encourage the contemporary creativity that is constantly
emerging in this field and strives to educate people about the rich history of this
genre and expose audiences to comedy as not only as a form of joy, but also as an
art form and lastly, to have a good time producing good comedic theatre create a
comedy infrastructure.

Fabulous Comedy act by students on the Theme Jhatpat Beauty Parlo
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Comedy is simply a funny way of being serious portraying by student in their
act

Canvas Painting
―The Colors live a remarkable life of their own after they have been applied to the
canvas.”
Judged By
Ms. Anushka Bhatnagar

Mr. Sumanta Chatterjee

Ms.Akansha Bhardwaj
Painting is an important form in the visual arts that describes both the act and the
result of the action. Objective of the activity is to deepen and broaden the
knowledge of the student by providing a platform to expresses their own
observations, visual, own imagination, feelings and thoughts through art.
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Participants
Internal Participant
External Participant
Total

03
02
05

Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd
3rd

Name
Ayush Baijel
Pallavi Batra
Anushka Kishwar

College
RDIAS
RDIAS
Gitarattan
international
business school

Outcome of the activity: It was a wonderful event with lots of creativity. The
students displayed their creativity in painting.

Every painting is a voyage into a sacred harbor
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The Colors live a remarkable life of their own after they have been applied
to the canvas.

Group Singing
Singing evokes the temple of the soul. One who sings frightens away his ills.
Judged By:
Ms. Tarannum

Ms. Priyanka

Venue: Main Stage , RDPS

Mr. Somendra Kumar

Time : 03:30pm -04:30pm

Singing is a way of expressing huge heightened emotions. A song conveys feelings
so big that the character can't just say it; he has to sing. Objective was to bring out
the hidden talent of students in singing. Students were inspired to come forward in
groups and sing songs of different genres.
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Participants:
Internal Participant
External Participant
Total

02
03
05

Winners Details:
Position
1st

Team Name
Reverb

College
Shivaji College (University of Delhi)

2nd

SWARANJALI

Northern India Engineering College

3rd

Acoustic Punch

RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Students learned team work and coordination

A lot of work. A lot of vocal coaching, a lot of instrument training
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It is the best of all trades, to make songs, and the second best to sing them

Solo Singing
Singing connects the mind with the heart and the heart with the soul. So just sing!!!
Judged By:
Ms. Tarannum

Ms. Priyanka

Venue: Main Stage, RDPS

Ms. Bushra

Time: 04:30 pm -05:30 pm

Singing is a way of expressing huge heightened emotions. A song conveys feelings
so big that the character can't just say it; he has to sing. The main objective was to
bring out the hidden talent of students in singing
Participants:
Registrations Internal
Registrations External
Registrations Total
Finalist Internal
Finalist External
Total
29

26
27
53
08
03
11

Winners Details:
Position
1st
2nd

Name
Keshav Chadha
Zaini Shahnawaz

3rd

Aarti Ramchandani

College
Shivaji College(University of Delhi)
Tecnia Institute of Advanced
Studies
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Students learnt the language of self-expression,
increased self-confidence.

Singing is just a feeling set to music.
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Singing provides a true sense of lightheartedness.

Star Night
Venue: Main Stage, RDPS

Time 05:30pm – 07:30pm

Star Night ………the most awaited event of Razzmatazz , saw the presence
of renowned singer Jass Manak, a singer famous for Prada , Suit Punjabi and
many more . The evening saw a grand crowd enjoying the live performance of
their favorite singer. …!!! The behavior and attire of the audience was magnificent
and they created enduring memories out of the evening. He mesmerizes the
audience with few of his compositions.
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Jass Manak ………mesmerizing the audience with one of his compositions

Music the strongest form of Magic !!!!!!!!! A Magical Performance
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Stunning Performance ………..Melody of words.
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Day: 3
Antakshari
Sometimes music is the only medicine the heart and the soul needs….Lets play
Antakshari!!!!!!!!

Venue: Auditorium , RDPS

Time : 10:00 am – 11:00 am

Antakshari = Antya + Akshar means 'the game of the ending letter' of any song.
It‘s a war of Words…..It is a fun song game played between different groups. The
objective of the event was to start day III of Razzmatazz with enthusiasm and lots
of fun …..The event was conducted in five different rounds starting from ―Shabd
jaal‖, to ―Mein hoon Kaun‖to, ―Jodi Round‖ to ―Mein aawaz Sunu‖and finally
―Tie Breaker Round‖
Participants:

Internal Participant
External Participant
Total

08
00
00

Winners Details:
Position

Team Name

Name

College

1st

Sur Jogees

RDIAS

2nd

VAP Stars

3rd

Yaariyan

Kajuka Rai , Parth Gupta , Shashank
Sharma (BBA )
Ayush Khulbe , Priyanka Gangwar ,
Vasudha Sharma
Shubham Garg , Ashish Jain , Himanshu
Kalra

RDIAS
RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Participants felt proud singing the Bollywood songs. It is
a delightful game which is enjoyed by everyone.
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Participant performing during the Antakshari!!!!!!!
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Teams who had it in them! – Teams making it to the Finals!

Ad Mad Show
“Creative without Strategy is called art. Creativity with Strategy is called
Advertising”
Judged By
Mr. Ravi Krishali Dr. Madhu Arora Dr. Tripti Toor
Venue: Guest Lecture Hall, RDPS

Time: 10:00 am – 11:00 am

AD MAD Show is an 'Advertisement Making Competition' for students to
showcase their creativity in making participants aware about the essential concept
of advertising and their execution. The objective is to develop advertisement
development skill among students.
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Participants:
Internal Participant
External Participant
Total

06
00
06

Winners Details:
Position

Team Name

Name

1st

Swa

2nd

RUKMINIA
NS
we can

Ayush Khulbe , Priyanka Gangwar ,
RDIAS
Shweta Aggarwal , Vasudha Sharma
Ashish Gupta , Deepak , Nitin Singla,
RDIAS
Sahil Garg, Suraj Pokhriyal
ANMOL GARG , BHARGAVI SINGH , RDIAS
GARIMA DANG , KARTIK SHARMA ,
Kritika Kaushal

3rd

College

Outcome of the activity: Ad Mad Show activity had developed creative skills
among students

Team performing the act
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Team performing the act

Group Dance
―Let your life lightly dance on the edges of Time like dew on the tip of a leaf.”
Judged By
Ms. Nilanjana Chakraborty
Venue: Auditorium, RDPS

Ms. Tarana Aggarwal

Ms. Simpi Sethi

Time: 11:00 am – 12:30pm

Dance is the hidden language of the soul of the body. It‘s an art which enables you
to find yourself and lose yourself at the same time. The objective of the event was
to demonstrate a nuanced understanding of collaboration in the creative process
through dance, participation and reflection and to integrate an understanding of
cultural context into creative and nurture inclusive community through dance.
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Participants:
Sr.

Team Name

College Name

Internal

No.
1

/External
DSPSR

Delhi School of Professional Studies and External
Research (GGSIP University, Delhi)

2

Advaitaa

Keshav Mahavidyalaya (University of

External

Delhi)
3

Nritya

Janki Devi Memorial College

External

(University of Delhi)
4

3.14 Crew

VIPS (GGSIP University, Delhi)

External

5

Urban Hooper

MAIMS (GGSIP University, Delhi)

External

Crew
6

VIRA

RDIAS (GGSIP University, Delhi)

Internal

7

Shimmy

RDIAS (GGSIP University, Delhi)

Internal

Shakers

Winners Details:
Position

Team Name

College

1st

Advaitaa

2nd

VIRA

Keshav Mahavidyalaya
(University of Delhi)
RDIAS

3rd

3.14 Crew

VIPS (GGSIP University,
Delhi)

Outcome of the activity: Students learn the values and methods of artistic
collaboration; prepared to enter the professional world of the performing arts.
Performance will make them equipped for a wide variety of careers—such as
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business, law, or teaching—that require collaborative effort, public poise,
imagination, and a broad background in the liberal arts.

Hand in hand, on the edge of the sand, they danced by the light of the moon.

Pulsating and sparkling dance!!!!
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“Fashion Show”
“Style is a way to say who you are without having to speak.”
Judged By:
Dr. Manoj Kumar Gupta

Dr. Smita Mishra

Ms. Kuhuk Singh

Mr. Mohit Chhikara

Venue: Auditorium , RDPS

Time : 12:30 pm- 02:30pm

Fashion is about something that comes from within you, the objective of the event
is to provide a opportunity to the students to express their thoughts, ideas and raise
their voice through representation of latest and creative fashion trends. With a
small touch of innovation and lots of beautiful colors, they present unusual themes
and social stigmas which in turn create awareness in a contemporary way.

Participants:
Internal Teams
External Teams
Total

03
05
08

Winners Details:
Position
1st

Name
GLAMFIRE

College
Shaheed Rajguru
College of Applied
Sciences for Women,
Delhi University

2nd
3rd
Best Walk
(Male)
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Chromatic Colts
WARRIORS
Pratiik Verma, Team Bandwagons

RDIAS
RDIAS
Sri
Aurobindo
College (Morning),
Delhi University

Best Dress
(male)
Best Model
(male)
Best Walk

Arihant Karan Mahay, Team Chromatic Colts

RDIAS

Arinjay Kapoor, Team Chromatic Colts

RDIAS

Preet Yadav

Best Dress

Prachi Verma

Best Model

Riya Khurrana

Shaheed
College
Shaheed
College
RDIAS

Rajguru
Rajguru

Outcome of the activity: All students were thrilled to be a part of colorful, vibrant
and energizing event, RAZZMATAZZ 2019. Students got an opportunity to
showcase their ideologies and thoughts upon prevalent social issues and stigmas
with use of innovative and creative fashion trends. These shows are a place where
students are allowed to be as creative and eccentric as they can communicate and
connect their audience.

Participants presenting the theme of saving the earth and environment
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Presentation of social issues with a beautiful mix of colors

Team presenting the theme of Gender Equality
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“Mr and Ms. Razzmatazz”
Judged By
Ms. Tanuja Saroha

Mr. Harminder Singh

Ms. Kuhuk Singh

Mr. Mohit Chhikara,

Venue: Auditorium, RDPS

Time: 02:30pm -04:00pm

Mr and Ms. Razzmatazz is a beauty pageant competition which brings forward the
best of students to compete on the basis of personality, talent, wit and confidence
for the coveted title of the event. The activity promotes the real combination of
intellect and talent loaded with oodles of confidence and beauty. The objective is
to shed away student‘s stage fear.

Participants:
Total Participants

47

Winners Details:
Position
Mr.
Razzmatazz
Ms.
Razzmatazz
Mr.Unique
Talent
Ms.Unique
Talent

Name
Shubham Pareek (BBA)

College
RDIAS

Khusboo Ahuja (BBA)

RDIAS

Nitin Parmar

RDIAS

Nidhi Taneja

RDIAS

Outcome of the activity: Participants gained the confidence to face new life
challenges, learn self-discipline.
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Fashion is what you believe in... Believe in it, and it becomes fashion!

Beauty, elegance and fashion...redefined..!!
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Formations-Synergy is reflected!

Prize Distribution
Far and away the best prize that life has to offer is the chance to work hard at
work worth doing
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You've got to keep your eye on the prize and do what you love to do.

Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships
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Man gives you the award but God gives you the reward.

Keep Calm and and win the Pageant
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Miracle of Team Work ………..Razzmatazz 2K19
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Part: 3
Conclusion
From facilitating and enhancing networking skills to helping students get better at
man-management and speaking skills , this season of college fests ― Razzmatazz‖
provide students, a great learning curve, amassing things they‘d label as
‗wonderful memories‘ after they graduate/post -graduate. ―The learning that
happens at a fest, be it the experience of being a team player, is no match to a
classroom atmosphere. It builds the feeling that you‘re part of the college. You‘ll
find yourself in moments like these, your interests, culture, fine arts or even
literature. Undoubtedly ―Razzmatazz‖ is the most effective way of bringing the
best out of youth, encouraging their creativity, enhancing social interactions,
confidence and individuality. Looking forward to Razzmatazz 2020…………
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